
First and foremost, we at Rattan Wicker and Cane 
extend our most heartfelt sympathy for our fellow 
Floridians who have lost their homes or suffered 
hardship and loss due to Hurricane Ian. 

As we continue into 2023, we see a “Return of Rattan.” 
Rattan is everywhere from home décor magazines to 
model homes and fine home stores! Sustainably grown 
in the Philippines, Indonesia, and Malay Archipelago, 
rattan is a superior product due to its durability and 
natural beauty. It can be steamed and heated to be bent, 
twisted, and turned to make unique, beautiful furniture 
as seen in our South Shore Collection from Classic 
Rattan. And because it’s grown in a tropical climate, it’s 
perfect for our Florida environment.

Rattan can also be stripped to make wicker, which 
brings up the question, what’s the difference between 
rattan and wicker? And here is your answer: WICKER 
is the style and method of weaving strips of RATTAN.

At our family-owned store, you will find many different 
collections of rattan and wicker for your home. We 
have dining, living room, accent chairs, cocktail tables, 
and barstools, all of which can be customized to make 
them uniquely your own. With a terrific selection of 
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fabrics and finishes, we offer wonderful ways to beautify 
your home. Additionally, our talented designers will help 
walk you through the process to guide you along the way, 
at no cost to you.

Offering an array of outdoor furniture, we have been 
voted the “Best in Venice” in outdoor furniture for over 7 
years. We carry many different styles from contemporary 
to traditional with neutral or vibrant outdoor fabrics that 
withstand our Florida heat and humidity.

We invite you to come in 
and browse! In addition to 
our rattan collections and 
outdoor furniture selections, 
we also have rugs, lamps, 
art, and unique accessories 
to see. In today’s design 
world, the choices are 
bountiful. We hope to make 
it an exciting experience 
for you to simply find that special piece or help design 
your interior space. When there are beautiful products to 
choose from, it makes a project fun and exhilarating, even 
for a reluctant spouse who came along “just to measure” 
and ends up enjoying the process.

We value you, your time, your opinions, and your years of 
hard work to have a nice home.

So come and join us at Rattan Wicker and Cane where 
you will always be greeted with a smile and a heartfelt 
invitation to enjoy your browsing.

For more information about this advertorial, call 
941.484.3313 or log on to RattanWickerAndCane.com. 
Located at 751 US-41 Bypass South in Venice, at the 
corner of Gulf Coast Boulevard, 1/4 mile south of East 
Venice Avenue, Rattan Wicker & Cane is open from 9:30 
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday through Saturday.

Rattan vThe Perfect Choice  
for the Florida Environment!
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